
GRC Onboards Castrol to Its ElectroSafe
Fluid Partner Program
Under the ElectroSafe Fluid Partner Program, Castrol and GRC will jointly evaluate
and gather fluid test data through a proprietary protocol to optimize material
compatibility, safety, and thermal performance. This will provide GRC’s customers
around the world with an expanded range of trusted fluids for their unique data
center requirements.

GRC  to  Showcase  Benefits  of  Single-
Phase Liquid Immersion Cooling at Data
Centre World in London
Throughout the show, attendees will have the opportunity to visit booth D710 to see
the latest immersion cooling offerings from GRC. In addition, representatives from
Castrol will be on hand to discuss their DC15 fluid, which is designed to improve
the thermal management and performance of immersion cooling systems.

ElectroSafe  Fluid  Partner  Program
Continues Momentum with the Addition of
SK Enmove
With SK Enmove’s participation in the program, GRC’s global data center customer
base will have access to SK Enmove’s proprietary immersion cooling fluids. The
partnership  will  also  provide  an  opportunity  for  the  two  companies  to
collaboratively develop and improve upon new fluid formulations and advancements.

Japan’s  Number  One  Lubricant  Company
Joins ElectroSafe Fluid Partner Program
With the addition of ENEOS’ immersion cooling fluids to our ElectroSafe Fluid
Partner Program, we’ll not only have additional, globally available coolants, but
also a forum for the two companies to continue to collaboratively develop and
leverage new fluid formulations and advancements.
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GRC Welcomes Shell as First Official
Member  of  ElectroSafe  Fluid  Partner
Program
By collaborating with Shell through our ElectroSafe Fluid Partner Program, we’ve
expanded  our  capability  to  provide  state-of-the-art  liquid  immersion  cooling
solutions to meet growing customer use cases and applications.

GRC Launches ElectroSafe Fluid Partner
Program for Immersion Cooling
Our new ElectroSafe Fluid Partner Program validates participating manufacturers’
dielectric  fluids  for  use  in  our  patented  liquid  immersion  cooling  systems,
providing  end-users  with  environmentally  responsible  fluids  that  meet  our
performance, safety, long-term availability, and other critical requirements.

GRC  to  Exhibit  at  Gartner’s  IT
Infrastructure Conference and Lead Data
Center  Liquid  Immersion  Cooling
Discussion
We’re exhibiting at Gartner’s IT Infrastructure Conference and Lead Data Center
Liquid Immersion Cooling Discussion where CRO, Jim Weynand will be leading a
discussion titled Data Center Sustainability is a Team Sport, which highlights the
benefits of immersion cooling for data centers.

GRC to Demonstrate the Cost Reduction
and Decarbonization Impact of Immersion
Cooling at GIANT Health in London
GRC VP of Sales, EMEA Paul Edmondson, will participate in a panel at GIANT Health
London 2022, discussing how immersion cooling enables healthcare entities to reduce
the impact of the rising costs of power.
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GRC to Discuss Environmental Benefits
of  Single-Phase  Immersion  Cooling  at
Capacity Europe 2022 in London
Our announcement continues GRC’s expansion into key vertical markets, as the
continued demand for data center sustainability and density drives the adoption of
liquid immersion cooling.

GRC Expands Global Team with New VP
Sales  EMEA  and  Dir  Bus  Dev  Public
Sector
Our announcement continues GRC’s expansion into key vertical markets, as the
continued demand for data center sustainability and density drives the adoption of
liquid immersion cooling.
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